Handwriting Interaction for Math Tutors: Lessons for HCI in Education

Abstract
We discuss our position on key issues in HCI in education based on lessons learned during our work on incorporating handwriting interaction into intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) for algebra learning. Pen-based computing offers opportunities to support more natural and transparent (invisible) interactions, such as handwriting and sketch, for students in the math domain, allowing them to focus on the learning task. We describe the technical and research challenges we encountered in making an ITS-embedded handwriting recognition system usable by middle and high school algebra students. Our efforts can be informative in designing usable and pedagogically-effective educational technology systems in the future.
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Introduction

HCI in education often emphasizes only one half of the dual nature of the field: either focusing only on the usability of the system, or only on the pedagogy. Both aspects must be considered to realize robust benefits for students using new technology in their learning experiences. We describe relevant lessons learned in the context of a project to incorporate handwriting interaction into intelligent tutoring systems (ITS). ITS provide individual, targeted learning experiences for students. Although highly effective, they are still not at levels comparable to the best human tutors [4].

Traditional ITS have offered students only typing and mouse interfaces for solving math problems on the computer. Work on alternate modalities has extensively explored spoken tutorial dialogue (e.g., [5]); very few projects have used handwriting or sketch interaction in tutoring systems (but see e.g., [6]). ITS could be more effective for math if their interfaces were more transparent (invisible), allowing students to focus on getting the answer, rather than how to input it.

We have worked on a project incorporating handwriting interaction into a type of ITS called Cognitive Tutors (CT) [4]; see Figure 1. CTs contain a model of student knowledge and are able to provide just-in-time help and tailor the curriculum to each individual student’s strengths and weaknesses. We capitalized upon this model of student knowledge to address some of the technical challenges we encountered in developing an algebra ITS with a handwriting input recognizer. We first provide some background on the project itself, and then describe lessons learned and our position on key issues for the future of HCI for educational technology.

The Handwriting-Enabled Algebra Tutor

We began exploring handwriting input for math tutors for several reasons. Typing and mouse interactions do not allow students to easily enter math expressions, which often contain important spatial information such as fractions or exponents. Interfaces to enter such expressions either require children to learn new syntax (e.g., “2^x” for $2^x$) or to use complex menu structures. Both of these approaches increase the cognitive burden of the interface, detracting from the learning task. Early studies in the project established that handwriting input is more usable than typing for entering math [3], and that students can achieve the same learning gains in less time with a handwriting-based tutor than a typing one [2], establishing a firm motivation to continue.

Using handwriting interaction in algebra ITS requires the ability to recognize and understand the student’s writing. Handwriting recognition approaches vary, but none have achieved 100% accuracy, meaning there will...
be errors in the system’s interpretation of the student’s answer. Work on the general usability of handwriting and sketch interactions has focused on methods of recognition error correction [8]. In our case, asking children to correct the system’s recognition errors while they are engaged in learning tasks is questionable, given the original goal to reduce cognitive burden imposed by the interface. In fact, this correction process may impose its own cognitive load, whether or not recognition is highly accurate [7]. We prefer a model in which the system’s recognition process is performed behind-the-scenes, and the result of this process then generates the instructional feedback the student receives upon entering his/her answer.

In order to achieve this standard, we make use of the tutoring system’s contextual information. The Cognitive Tutor’s model of the student’s knowledge can be used to refine the handwriting recognition process and increase accuracy, enabling more accurate instructional feedback. In our work, we were able to raise the accuracy of a handwriting recognizer nearly 10 percentage points through the use of this context [1]. For more information on the technical approach taken to integrate the Cognitive Tutor contextual information with the handwriting recognition process, please see [1]. To further reduce the impact of recognition errors on the student’s learning experience, we used an approach in which the student types his/her final answer, and only if it is wrong does the system process the problem-solving steps to find the error.

**Informing HCI in Education**

During this project, we encountered several research challenges that may be informative to future HCI researchers and designers of educational systems.

**Transparency**

It is critical that designers of educational technology consider the impact of the technology on the learning experience. Does the technology streamline the experience, or does it add complexity? Although not in all cases does added complexity interfere with learning, deciding to move forward with such a design should be undertaken only with extreme care. Typically, we recommend a transparent (invisible) interaction, allowing the student to focus on the lesson to be learned rather than (at best) bells and whistles or (at worst) usability disasters of educational technology.

A corollary to this recommendation which applies when designing educational technology with embedded artificial intelligence is to limit the impact that system errors in recognition, understanding, classification, etc, have on the student’s learning experience. In our case, we did this by not revealing to the students the system’s underlying recognition of their work. This may not be appropriate in all cases, but it should be a conscious design choice and evaluated with students.

**Pedagogy**

Pedagogical issues must be considered when designing educational software. Teams should include or consult with researchers or practitioners in education and the learning sciences. Too often, systems for learning in the HCI literature fail to do this, leading to a system which is not grounded in good pedagogical science. In our case, one of our team is an experienced researcher in the fields of learning science and educational technology. We also worked closely with teachers in the classroom to ensure that the systems we evaluated satisfied their concerns about effectiveness and probability of success with their own students.
In our system, this collaboration led to the idea of including annotated worked examples in the tutor (see Figure 1), motivated by limitations of the handwriting recognition accuracy in allowing real-time, step-by-step feedback to be provided with high confidence. If we had not considered the pedagogical impact of students on removing this feedback from the tutor for technical reasons, we might not have seen any learning gains.

Validity
Speaking of learning, during an educational technology project, evaluations of both usability and learning gains must be conducted. In initial stages, it is appropriate to conduct laboratory studies, both to highlight usability issues early and to prevent negative impact of an immature system on classroom students. When the project matures, the technology must be evaluated in the context of a real classroom / learning environment.

In fact, measuring learning gains quantitatively is sometimes overlooked in the HCI literature when designing and developing educational technology. It is good early on to collect qualitative data on whether the students and teachers like the technology and want to use it again, but as the project matures, it is imperative to evaluate whether or not real learning is occurring. Do the students demonstrate improved knowledge of the targeted concepts after using the technology? Designing such evaluations is an area in which having education researchers or practitioners on the team or to consult can help a great deal.

Conclusion
We have described several key lessons learned in the context of our project on enabling handwriting input in an ITS for algebra. These lessons can be informative to future educational technology systems in terms of balancing pedagogical and technological demands.
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